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Abstract

The quotient digit selection in the SRT division algorithm
is based on a few most significant bits of the remainder and
divisor, where the remainder is usually represented in a re-
dundant representation. The number of leading bits needed
depends on the quotient radix and digit set, and is usually
found by an extensive search, to assure that the next quo-
tient digit can be chosen as valid for all points (remain-
der,divisor) in a set defined by the truncated remainder and
divisor, i.e., an “uncertainty rectangle”.

This paper presents expressions for the number of bits
needed for the truncated remainder and divisor, thus elim-
inating the need for a search through the truncation pa-
rameter space for validation. It also presents simple al-
gorithms to properly map truncated negative divisors and
remainders into non-negative values, allowing the quotient
selection function only to be defined on the smaller domain
of non-negative values.

1. Introduction

The SRT class of division algorithms is characterized
by the use of redundant representations for the quotient,
and most often as well for the remainder. Since the in-
vention in the late fifties simultaneously by D. Sweeney,
J.E. Robertson [12] and K.D. Tocher [15], and the introduc-
tion of the use of redundant representations for the remain-
ders by D.E. Atkins [1], these methods have been exten-
sively studied and implemented in processors. The famous
“Pentium

���
bug”, where certain anomalies in the behav-

ior of the floating point divide instruction were discovered,
turned out to be caused by a few incorrect entries in the ta-
ble employed by the quotient digit determination algorithm
used for the radix 4 SRT implementation [5].

Due to the redundancy in the quotient digit set, there
are overlaps between digit selection regions in the Robert-
son diagram, allowing a choice between two digit values.�
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Hence even if the information on the remainder and divisor
is incomplete (representing an uncertainty interval), it may
be possible to choose one of the alternative quotient digit
values. By allowing such a relaxed quotient digit determi-
nation, it is possible to base the quotient digit selection on
leading digits of the divisor and of the remainder in a redun-
dant representation. The determination of the truncation pa-
rameters, i.e., how many digits of the remainder and divisor
will be needed, has been extensively studied since the paper
by Atkins, e.g., in [14, 16, 2, 7, 10] to list a few. These all
use extensive searches to check the validity of a given set
of parameters, recently [11] reduced the search to four pairs
of truncation parameters. To cite [10] “It is not possible to
determine the optimal choices of

�
and � analytically, as

several factors are involved in making these choices.” (
�

and � here being the number of fractional digits needed in
the truncated divisor resp. remainder.) It is, however, well-
known that there is a simple lower bound on

�
, and [4] has

a lower bound on � , and [11] upper bounds on
�

and � .

Here it is shown that, given a value of
�

satisfying the
bound mentioned above, it is indeed possible to determine
analytically the other parameter � , such that a valid quotient
digit selection function can be specified, eliminating the
need for any further checking by search. Also, simple algo-
rithms are presented, to properly map negative remainders
and divisors into non-negative values, allowing the quotient
selection function only to be defined on the smaller domain
of non-negative values.

Section 2 introduces the fundamentals of SRT division
and the notation used, together with certain bounds used in
the quotient digit selection. Section 3 then develops the the-
ory leading to the determination of the truncation parame-
ters, and thus the specification of the quotient digit selection
function. A few examples then illustrate the results. Then
in Section 4 simple, constant time algorithms are developed
for mapping truncated divisors and redundant remainders
into their non-negative equivalents, for employing the digit
selection function exclusively on non-negative arguments.
Finally Section 5 concludes with comments on the extensi-
bility of the results to other truncation procedures.
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Figure 1. Robertson diagram for SRT division

2. Fundamentals of SRT Division

SRT is not really a specific kind of division, rather it is a
class of division methods, characterized by the following:

� The divisor is normalized.

� A redundant symmetric quotient digit set is used.

� Quotient digits selected by a few leading digits of re-
mainder and divisor.

� The remainders may be in a redundant representation.

Let � be the quotient radix and �! #"%$'&)(+*,*+*(.-/(+*,*+*(.&�0
the quotient digit set with �2143657&857�9$;: , and define the
redundancy factor

<  &
�=$;: with >?A@ < 5B: (1)

where <  C: corresponds to a maximally redundant digit
set.

Let D be the dividend and E the positive divisor, FHG the
remainder (with F,IJ KD ) and L,G the digit selected in the M th
step. The purpose of the digit selection function, NPOQFHGR(SE/T , is
to select the next quotient digit L,G�U > , while keeping the new
remainder FVG�U >  W�XF,G�$YL+G�U > E bounded, say with boundsZ

and
Z

, Z 57F G[U > 5 Z8\ (2)

Let the selection interval ] ^`_�(bac_.d be the interval for �XF G ,� Z 5e�XF G 5e� Z , for which it is possible to chose L G�U >  L while keeping the updated remainder F G[U >  f��F G $gL�E
bounded by (2), i.e., for ^`_h57�XF G 5ga�_

Z 5YFVG[U >  i�XFVGX$jL�E85 Z
must hold, corresponding to the Robertson diagram in Fig-
ure 1.

From the diagram it is seen that

^k_` eL�Eml Z and ac_' iL�Enl Z ( (3)

in particular (3) must hold for LVG�U >  Kop& , the extremal digit
values, hence

^'q�rh s$'&tEpl Z and acrh e&tEml Zu\

But as seen from Figure 1, � Z  i^vq�r and � Z  Ka�r , hence
it follows that Z  #$ < E and

Z  < E
and from (3) we find

^k_w sOxLh$ < TyE and a�_w zO{Lwl < TyE \ (4)

To assure that at least one digit value can be chosen for
any FVG , every value of �XF�G must fall in at least one digit
selection interval, i.e., it is necessary that

a _ q >h| ^ _ (
hence by (4) we must require that OxL`$}:2l < T~E | O{L`$ < TyE ,
or < | >? which is always satisfied since & | �2143 . Actually
by (1) recalling that we require E8��-

a _ q > $�^ _  zOx3 < $;:VTyE8�;-�( (5)

thus consecutive selection intervals overlap, such that there
are values of FVG for which in general there is a choice be-
tween two digit values (and possibly three for <  s: ).

In summary, provided that $ < Es5�F�G95 < E , then the
selection function can deliver at least one digit value L�G�U >
such that the new remainder satisfies $ < Ei5!F G[U > 5 < E .
However, for M= �- , the dividend is used as the first re-
mainder, F I  �D , thus we must require that D and/or E are
normalized such that $ < E857D�5 < E , or $ < 5W��95 < . Any
scaling applied for this normalization must then be used to
correct the final quotient remainder pair.

Observation 1 With quotient radix � | 3 , quotient digit
set "%$'&)(+*,*+*�(R-�(+*,*+*(.&�0 , and <  r� q > , there exists a digit
selection function NPOQFVG.(RE�T that delivers a next quotient digitL+G�U > such that the next remainder

F,G�U >  g�XFVGX$jL+G�U > E for MP g-�(+:%(+*+*,*
satisfies $ < Eu57F G�U > 5 < E�(
provided that the dividend D , equal to the initial remainderF I , and divisor E=�e- are normalized such that $ < 5����5< .

To simplify the analysis of the digit selection, we are
assuming that E��K- , we shall see later that this restriction
is not necessary.



3. Digit Selection

Due to the overlap ���b�	�m�;�k�������H���K���y�i ¢¡ it is
not necessary to know the exact value of the remainder £H¤ to
be able to select a correct next digit ¥V¤[¦2� . The digit selec-
tion intervals are conveniently illustrated in a P-D diagram1

or Taylor diagram as in Figure 2, showing the intervals as
functions of the divisor � , assumed normalized �§�¨ ��©#� ,
and the shifted remainder ª�£ ¤ . We shall here assume that
the remainder updating and digit selection takes place in bi-
nary arithmetic.

«¬t®R¯

°±
1

²³

0

´�µt¶ · ¶·	µt¶ ´ ¶´�¸bµ ² ´ ¸·�¸bµ ² · ¸´�µ¹¸ ·	µ¹¸ ´)º ·�º

Figure 2. P-D diagram for digit selection with
normalized divisor.

For any given fixed value of the divisor � , it is now possi-
ble to choose partition points, »¼�H�Q�/� , in the selection inter-
vals ½ ���¾�Q�/��¿����H�{���yÀ , or rather in the stricter overlap intervals»X�H�Q�/�mÁi½ ���H�{�/��¿b�c�b�X�H�Q�/�yÀ , such that the selection functionÂ �Q£,¤R¿S�/� returning ¥,¤�¦¼� may be defined by

ªX£ ¤�Ã ¡6Ä » � �Q�/� ¨ ªX£ ¤ ©;» �S¦¼� �{�/��Å�¥ ¤�¦¼� �e¥¹Æ
ªX£ ¤ ©;¡6Ä+�v» �~¦¼� �Q�/� ¨ ª�£ ¤ ©9�v» � �Q�/��Å�¥ ¤�¦¼� �s�'¥¹¿ (6)

using the symmetry around the � -axis, allowing us to re-
strict the analysis to ¥ Ã ¡ .

To simplify the following discussion, we shall often as-
sume that � is fixed and drop the argument � in the notation
of selection intervals ½ �k�H�{�/��¿b�c�¾�{���yÀ and partition points»X�H�Q�/� . However, these can be pictured as functions of �
in Figure 3.

Due to the overlap between selection intervals, the parti-
tion points can be chosen such that it is sufficient to check a
few of the leading digits of the (possibly redundant) value of
ªX£,¤ . Let ÇªX£V¤ denote a truncated value of ªX£�¤ , and È/É[Ê¼�4Çª�£,¤y�
denote the unit in the last place of the truncated value, say
È/É[Ê¼�¾ÇªX£V¤Ë���B� �)Ì . Define the truncation error, Í�Î , by

ªX£,¤Ï� ÇªX£V¤)ÐYÍbÎ
then for various binary representations of £H¤ we have:

1From Partial remainder, Divisor diagram, where “partial remainder”
is a traditional notation.
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Figure 3. »��¾�{��� as a function of �

2’s complement: 0 ¨ Í�Îm©YÈ�É[Ê2�¾ÇªX£V¤��
2’s compl. carry-save: 0 ¨ Í Î ©;�¾È/É�Ê�� ÇªX£ ¤ �
borrow-save2: �wÈ/É�Ê�� ÇªX£ ¤ �i©ÒÍ Î ©YÈ�É[Ê2� ÇªX£ ¤ �

as illustrated below, where Ó is the number of integer bits,
which we shall not be concerned with here.

ÇÔ)Õ ¯ Ö ×

Ô)Õ ¯
Ø Truncation

Ù~Ú

It is essential to note that truncation is assumed to take
place on the redundant representation, before conversion
into non-redundant representation. Thus it is not necessary
to convert the full-length remainder into non-redundant.

Similarly, considering only a few leading digits of
the divisor, let Û� denote the truncated value of � withÈ/É�Ê��xÛ�/�w�Ü� ��Ý for Þ Ã � , and truncation error ß defined by�à�eÛ�kÐ=ß , where ¡ ¨ ßJ©;È/É�Ê��xÛ�/� for � in 2’s complement.
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Figure 4. » � �Q�/� as a function of truncated
divisor Û�
The function » � �{��� now becomes a stair-case function,

delimiting rectangles within which a particular quotient
digit can be chosen, as pictured in Figure 4. We shall as-
sume that » � �Q�/� is chosen as far to the left as possible.

2Often also denoted signed-digit



The stair-case function á�âHãQä/å is now determined by a set
of constants æá â ã æä/å , corresponding to the various truncated
values æä . These constants are assumed specified to the same
accuracy as çèXé,ê (i.e., ë�ì[í�ã%çèXéVê å�îeï�ð�ñ ). For fixed æäàîeò/ï�ð�ó ,
where ë/ì�í�ã æä�å`îÜï�ð)ó , æá â ã æä¹å can then be written as an inte-

ger multiple ô â�õ ö ï¹ð)ñ of ë/ì�í¼ã4çèXéVê åcîeï¹ð)ñ .
The dotted rectangle in Figure 4 located with lower left-

hand corner at ã+æá â ã æä/å�÷ æä�å , for ä in non-redundant 2’s com-
plement and

èXéVê
redundant carry-save 2’s complement,

shows the set of points ã èXé�ê ÷Rä�å satisfying

æáXâHã æä/åkø èXé êcù æáXâ4ã æä/åXú7ïHë/ì�í�ã4çè�é ê å
and æä�ø7ä ù æäûú}ë/ì�í�ã æä�å (7)

where the point ã,æáXâ¾ã æä�å÷ æä/å and the truncations have to be
chosen such that the next quotient digit ü ê[ý¼þ îÿü can be
selected for any point in the rectangle (7).

For the shifted remainder
èXé ê

in borrow-save, æáXâ¾ã æä/å
would just have to be chosen as the midpoint of the lower
edge (two-sided error), but for the following analysis we
will assume that the representation is carry-save.

Using (4) for ü���� the rectangle has to be to the right of
the line � â ã{ä�å�îzã{ü�����åyä , yielding the following condition
on the upper left-hand corner:

� â ã æäûú ë/ì�í�ã æä/åRåcîÜãxü	�
��åã æänú ë/ì[í¼ã æä/åSå`ø�æá â ã æä/å�� (8)

These rectangles are overlapping, since they are of width
ïHë/ì�íXã4çèXéVê å , but are positioned at a horizontal spacing of
ë/ì[í¼ã çèXé ê å . Since æáXâ4ã æä/å is chosen as small as possible, for
any point in the rectangle overlapping from the left, the digit
value ü��� must be chosen. Thus the midpoint of the bot-
tom edge must be to the left of the line ��â ð þ ã{ä/å , yielding
this additional condition:

æá�âHã æä/å�ú ë/ì�í�ã çèXé ê åkø��câ ð þ ã æä/åcîsã{ü�����ú���å æä�� (9)

But the lower right-most corner must also be to the left
of the line ��â¾ãQä/å , hence we must also require

æá â ã æä/åXúYï¾ë/ì�í�ã4çèXéVê åkø�� â ã æä/åcîsã{ü'ú���å æä�� (10)

It is easy to see that for ����� (which we shall see later is
always the case), the upper bound on æá â ã æä�å obtained from
(9) is smaller than or equal to the bound found from (10).
Thus combining conditions (7) and (9) to determine the size
and position of the rectangles, we must require

ã{ü��
�¹å+ã æämú ë/ì�í¼ã æä�åRåkø æá�â¾ã æä�å`øKã{ü�����ú���å æä���ë/ì�í�ã4çèXé ê å��
But æá â ã æä/å has to be an integer multiple of ë/ì[í¼ã%çè�é,ê å6î

ï¹ð�ñ , hence defining æáXâ¾ã æä/å�îeô�âbõ ö4ï¹ð�ñ we must require:� ï ñËð)ó ã{ü��
�¹å+ãxònú��Vå��nîeô�â�õ öJø��xï ñËð�ó ãxü �!��ú���åSò��!�#"
(11)

for ü$��� , using ë/ì�í�ã æä/å�îKï�ð�ó and defining æäuî#ò/ï�ð)ó , for
integer ò , ï4ó4ð þ ø�ò ù ï¾ó .

Recall that we required çèXé ê �%� and thus it should also
be possible to choose ü6î&� , but obviously then æá�'%ã æä/åkî&�
for all æä , or ô '+õ ö î�� for all ò , ï4ó%ð þ øiò ù ï4ó . Note that the
right-most bounds on the uncertainty rectangles for ü�î(�
are implicitly chosen by the choice of æá â ã æä/å for ünî%� .

Without restrictions on � , ) and � , there is only the inte-
ger term �*� which can be moved in and out of the floor and
ceiling functions, but reorganizing terms then condition (11)
for ü���� can be written as:� ï ñËð)ó ã{ü��+��åSòûú7ï ñËð�ó ãxü	�
��å�ú��,�

ø.-{ïHñËð�ó�ãxü �
��åSònú7ïHñËð)ó)ãxï/�0�!�VåSò21�÷ (12)

where the ceiling and floor expressions are linear functions
of ò : 354 ònú�607nø8-Sã 4 ú�9ûåSò:1t÷ (13)

with
4 �;� , 6<�=� and 9>�?� for ü��@� . Clearly it

is necessary that 9ûòA��6 for this condition to be satisfied,
but it is easily seen that 9ûòB��68�C� is a sufficient condition,
since then there is at least one integer between the ceiling
and floor expressions. Hence if the condition

ï ñËð)ó ãRãxï/�0����åSò���ã{ü	�+��åSåD��ï/÷
holds for the minimal value òÜî ï4ó%ð þ and the maximal
value üûî�E , then this is sufficient for (12) to hold.

Thus the stronger condition derived from 9ûò��
68�&�
ï¹ð)ñ�øGF.ã5��� þH åI��ãJE��+��åSï�ð)ó2KML¾ï (14)

may be used to find values of � , ï/ð)ñ�î�ë/ì�í�ã4çèXé,ê å and ) ,ï¹ð�ófî ë/ì[í¼ã æä/å , for which (12) is satisfied for all üONP �%÷,Q,QRQ�÷SEUT and all ò such that ï4ó%ð þ ø�òBø�ï¾óV�%� , i.e.,þH ø æä ù � . Note, however, that the solutions to (14) need
not be optimal in the sense that � is minimal, since it might
be sufficient to require 9ûòW�X6 , i.e., only require

ï¹ð)ñ�ø F ã5��� þH åI��ãJE��+��åSï�ð)ó K ÷ (15)

which would allow a solution for � which is one smaller than
the solution to (14). We shall below return to the choice
between the two conditions.

Obviously, the right-hand side of both (14) and (15) must
be strictly positive for solutions to exist for � , hence we want
a ) satisfying

ï ð�ó ù �Y�
þHEY�+� ÷ (16)

provided that EZ�!� , or
è �gï , since

è îBï is the only case
where �=î[E�ã�î\��å . As seen in Example 3 below, the caseè î#ï can be handled separately. Hence (16) is a sufficient
condition on ) for all

è �iï , ü$N P �4÷RQ,Q,Q�÷]EUT and all ò such
that ï¾ó%ð þ øiò�ø;ï4ó0�!� .



Returning to (13) and the choice between (14) and (15)
to determine a minimal value of ^ , we need the following
lemma:

Lemma 2 Given constants _a`Cb , c8d�b , then there exist
integers egf*hXe2i such that the inequalityj _�e*k�l0m0h8npoJ_�k�c*qpe:r (17)

holds for all eW`�egf , provided that:

i)
j _	e0ksl*m�t\nuoJ_sk�c*qpe2r for e f h!eWhXe i�v!w ,

andii)
j _�e i k�l0mYxGnpoJ_�k�c*qpe i r .

Proof: Define yzo5{�q�t|nuo}_�k�c*qu{~r v j _�{�k�l*m . SinceyWoJ{�q�h�oJ_�k�c*qu{ v oJ_ {Wk�l�qt�c�{ v l and yWoJ{�q is
integral, it follows that yzo5{�q�h�nJc�{ v l0r . If on the other
hand nJc�{ v l0rt�� then yzoJ{�q `!� v!w (there are at least� v!w integers between _ {�ksl and o}_�ksc*qu{ ), thus

nJc�{ v l*r v!w h!yzo5{�qDh8nJc�{ v l*r:� (18)

Hence yzo5{�q v�w h8nJc�{ v l0r v�w h8n}c�� v l*r v�w hXyzoJ��q
for �Z`!{ , thus:

�V`!{�� yWoJ�~q�`Xyzo5{�q v!w � (19)

yWoJ{�q may not always increase with { as shown here

� �z� �D�����z� ���z���$�
�5��� �V��� � ���W�S������ �����I��� ����� �Z���5�R�

����� ���z�S� �Z�I� ¡�� ��� �V�����
¡�� � �¢���

where yzo}e~q£t�b , but yzo¤ek w q�tCyzo}e0k�¥gq�t v*w .
Since cad!b , by (18) there exists a minimal e f such thatyWo¤e~qZ`�b for e�`\e f until eventually there is a minimale i `�e f such that yzo}e i q�` w . By (19) the lemma then has

been proven. ¦
We can now combine the previous discussion with the

lemma, into the following result:

Theorem 3 (SRT digit selection constants)
For radix § SRT division for §Od¨¥ with digit set ©ªt« v�¬�,®R®,®�S¬U¯ and °�t ±²´³ i , the selection constants µ ¶B·¸o}¹�~q£tº ·�» ¼/¥ ³�½ can be determined for w h!¾�h ¬ and ¹��t�e ® ¿~À�Á o}¹��q
as º ·Â» ¼ tÄÃJ¥/Å ³�½ oJ¾ v °�q#o¤e0k w q�Æ
for e8tÇ¥ ½ ³ i ,®R®,®R ¥ ½ v[w , using truncation parameters¿~À�Á o µ ¶ · o}¹�~qpq£t ¿~À�Á ogµ§BÈRÉ�q¢tC¥ ³ Å and ¿´À�Á o}¹�~q£tC¥ ³�½ , where Ê
has to satisfy

¥ ³�½ x ° v iË¬0v ° �

To determine ^ for given Ê , let ^ f be the smallest ^ satisfying

¥ ³ Å h&oJ° v iË q v o ¬�v °2qS¥ ³�½ 
and let

yzo5Ê  ^  e´q�t(nJ¥ Å ³�½ o ¬�v�w k�°�qpe v�w r v j ¥ Å ³�½ o ¬�v °�q#o¤e0k w q�m 
then

^�t
ÌÍÍÎ ÍÍÏ
^Ðf ÑJÒ yzoJÊ  ^Ðf  ¥ ½ ³ i q�` w^Ðf ÑJÒ yzoJÊ  ^Ðf  e´q�t�bÒ�Ó´Ô*e�t�¥ ½g³ i R®,®,®R e2i v!wgÕ´ÖM× yWoJÊ  ^Ðf  e:i,q�` w^Ðf�k w Ó´ØÚÙMÛ:ÔÝÜ�ÑJÞÚÛ´�

Proof: The expression for º ·Â» ¼ is from (11), and the condi-
tion on Ê from (16) was shown to be sufficient for ¾�d�b , by
using ß$à/á�¾*t ¬ , and ß$â�ã e�t�¥ ½ ³ i , for all values of ^ .

Rewriting (11) we found that Ê and ^ must satisfy the
condition j _�e0k�l0m0h8npoJ_�k�c*qpe:r  (20)

or equivalently yWoJÊ  ^  e~q
`;b , for ¾�t ¬ and for all e ,¥ ½ ³ i hXeWxX¥ ½ , where

_ t ¥ Å ³�½ oJ¾ v °2q�`Xbl t ¥ Å ³�½ oJ¾ v °2qäk wc t ¥ Å ³�½ o}¥/° v!w q¢d!b´�
Using Lemma 2 the two first choices for ^ imply that (11)

holds for all eW`Xe f t�¥ ½g³ i . As we saw before c*e v l8`!b
for all ¾ , w h!¾�h ¬ translates into the condition

¥ ³ Å5å hæo5° v iË q v o ¬Yv °2qS¥ ³�½ �
If the conditions for the first two choices for ^ fail, then

the stronger condition

¥ ³ Å h[ç]o5° v iË q v o ¬0v °2qS¥ ³�½:èIé ¥ 
corresponding to ^�t%^ f k w , implies that c*e v l\` w fore�t�e f tÄ¥ ½ ³ i and ¾At ¬ , and again by the lemma this
implies that condition (11) holds for all eX`(e f , and then
also for all ¾ , w h�¾�h ¬ . ¦
Example 1 (Minimally redundant radix 4 SRT)
Let §êt ë with minimally redundant digit set © t« v ¥ ,v*wg b Rwg ¥ ¯ , hence ¬ t(¥ and °+t Ëì

, and from (16)
we derive Ê�`aë . Choosing Ê�t8ë by Theorem 3, ^0tG^ f
has to be the smallest solution to

¥ ³ Å h o5° v iË q v o ¬�v °�qp¥ ³�½t o Ë ì v iË q v o}¥ v Ëì qS¥ ³Uí t ii Ë 
hence ^ f t�ë .



For î>ï ð/ñ òôóOï õ~öU÷~öôøRù´öûúzüJý´öpýUö]î~þ(ï ù butúWüJý´öSý´ö,ø øÚþDï(ø . Thus by the second choice for ÿ in Theo-
rem 3, ÿ�ï�ÿ��	ïXý . Hence we can compute the values of the
constants

�� ü �� þ�ï����
	 �/ð2ò�ñ for ��Xù as

� �
	 � ï��Jð���ò�ñ�ü������2þ,ü}î���øÝþ���ï��uü������ 2þ#ü¤î!��øÝþ�"�ö
resulting in the following table of comparison constants

î�ï ø$# �� õ ÷ øRù ø ø øÝð ø$% ø,ý ø'&
ø'# �� ó % ý ý ý & & & #ø'# �� � øÝð ø,ý ø'& ø'# øÚõ øR÷ ð/ù ðgð

Utilizing the definitions (4) of the functions ()�/ü � þ and* �¸ü � þ we have

�*ï � ð �*ø ù ø ð
( � ü � þ ò,+ � ò,- � ò � � ó � .  �* � ü � þ ò . � òôó � � � - � + �

which together with the table of
�� � yields the P-D diagram

for the first quadrant in Figure 5. In practice the left part of
the diagram (for /021'354 ù ) is not needed as we shall see later,
when utilizing symmetries in the uncertainty rectangles. 6
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Figure 5. P-D diagram for minimally redun-
dant radix 4 SRT

Example 2 Continuing the previous example, if instead of
choosing the minimal H ïCý the value H�ïI& is chosen, we
find

ð òJ�LK ü���� ó� þM�Xü�N��O��þpð�ò�ñï ü � � ó� þM�Xü}ð�� � þpð òD-ï óP � ó� . ï ó+ ö
having the minimal solution ÿ�ï ÿQ�!ïR% . However, forî�ïCð/ñ òôóDï ø$# we find for úzü�HMöSÿ��göÂî~þ
úzüS&~öT%´ö,ø$#:þ ï UJð2ò �)V - V ø$#���øXWY� � ð2ò �)V . V ø[Z "ï U ó]\ ^W � � óQ\ "ï &��_#æï`�*ø ö

thus by Theorem 3 it is necessary to increase ÿ�ïCÿ � ��ø*ïý , hence ü�HMöSÿpþ�ï|üa&�öSý:þ is also a valid pair of truncation
parameters, but obviously not as good as ü5ý´öSý:þ found in the
previous example. As a check we find úWüa&�öSý´ö,ø'# þ�ï U  \ bW ��  . ^" ï øÝðc��øÚð+ï�ù and úzüS&~öpýUö,ø�Zgþ0ï U \TdP W � �  P ^" ïø$%��!øÚð*ï%ø . 6
Example 3 (Radix 2 SRT)
For

0 ï?ð and digit set e:�*ø öSù´ö,ø�f the condition on H in
Theorem 3 cannot be used since N�ïg��ï.ø . However, forH
ïaÿDï�ø and î ï.ø , corresponding to ð ñ òôó0ï�ø�ï[î 4ð/ñ�ï�ð , it is easily seen that (11) is satisfied for �*ï%ø .

Thus only one bit of the fraction part of � is needed for
�� ,

and this bit is always ø since ó� K � 4 ø , implying that the

quotient selection is independent of � . Note that hjilkMü /021 3 þ�ïð2òBóWï ó� . From (4) the lower and upper bounds are then
found to be �ï �*ø ù ø(b�/ü � þ � ð � � � ù* � ü � þ ù � ð �
and it now easy to see that

�� � ïR� ó� and
�� ó ï ù , since

the uncertainty rectangle has height ó� and width ø . The
resulting full P-D diagram is shown in Figure 6. 6
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Figure 6. P-D diagram for radix 2 SRT with
redundant remainder

4. Exploiting Symmetries

A simple way of implementing the digit selection func-
tion of (6) is to compare the value of /0r1$3 against selection
bounds

�� � ü �� þ corresponding to the stair-case function. This
can be performed by a set of comparators, using a priority
encoder to determine the position of the largest value of �
for which the comparison returns true. By exclusively ac-
cepting non-negative values of the remainder, the number of
such comparators can be almost halved, changing the sign
of the digit value found if the remainder was originally neg-
ative.

Another often used implementation is to use a table, in-
dexed by the leading truncated digits of the remainder and
of the divisor. To minimize the number of bits to be used
for the table index, obviously the leading digits of the re-
dundant remainder /0r1$3 must be converted to non-redundant



representation. Beyond this assimilation of redundancy, it
is advantageous also here to exploit the symmetry so that
look-up is based on non-negative remainders.

However, it is not quite trivial to see how to change the
sign of a negative remainder, since we have to make sure
that the “uncertainty” rectangle is mapped correctly from
the left half-plane onto the right half-plane of Figure 4. We
will start with the case of remainders in 2’s complement
carry-save representation, as illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Mapping negative remainders to
positive

Observe that the left rectangle is determined by the point����2�'�Q� ���� in its lower left-hand corner. The symmetric point
given by

�]� ��2� � � ������ is the lower right-hand corner of the
symmetric rectangle to the right. But we need the coordi-
nates of the lower left-hand corner of it, which is located at
the point

�]� ��2�$� �_���j�l��� ��2�'� � � ���� .
Fortunately, there is a very simple way of performing

this mapping when
��r� �

is represented in 2’s complement
carry-save. Recall that negation of a 2’s complement, carry-
save number is performed by inverting the bit-patterns of
the “save” part as well as the “carry” part, and adding a
unit in the least significant position of both. Hence by just
inverting all the bits of the encoding of

��2� �
(i.e., forming the

1’s complement, and not adding a unit to both), we obtain
precisely the effect of subtracting the correction

���j���r� ��r� � � ,
and thus the correct mapping of the left rectangle into the
right.

Now, of course, to know whether to invert or not, it is
necessary to know the sign of

��2� �
, but

��2� �
also has to be

converted into non-redundant 2’s complement representa-
tion (be compressed). However, it is possible in parallel
to add the carry- and save-parts of

��2� �
, as well as adding

the inverted bit-patterns. The sign of the former addition
then determines which of the two sums is to be the final
(non-negative) compressed result, to be used as index to a
table look-up, or as input to some other quotient determi-

nation logic. Hence the delay of the mapping is just that
of a selector, i.e., a constant time overhead, following the
adders. From the literature e.g., [8, 9, 3], it appears like
this mapping previously has been performed by first adding
(compressing) the carry- and save parts, conditionally fol-
lowed by a 2’s complementation, essentially with a delay
corresponding to an extra addition.

By analogy it is also possible to map the rectangle corre-
sponding to a negative divisor

�� from the lower half-plane
to the upper, by simply inverting the bits of

�� , which implies
that there is no need to perform a time consuming negation
of the 2’s complement divisor � initially in the division al-
gorithm. If ����� then the bits of

�� just have to be inverted.
If the remainder is represented in borrow save, the situa-

tion is also very simple. Here the rectangle of uncertainty is
determined by the mid-point of the lower edge of the rectan-
gle. This implies that the mapping is obtained by negating��2�$�

, which is the trivial constant time operation of simply
interchanging the negatively and positively weighted bit-
vectors of the encoding. Here it is sufficient with two paral-
lel subtractions, followed by a selection of the non-negative
result, to realize the compression as well as the mapping.

Observation 4 For the purpose of SRT quotient digit selec-
tion, truncated negative remainders and/or divisors can be
mapped in constant time into the first quadrant by:

2’s complement: Complement all bits of the encoding bit-
vector(s),

Borrow-save: Interchange the positively and negatively
weighted bit-vectors,

thereby assuring that the “uncertainty rectangles” are
mapped into their non-negative equivalents. The selected
quotient digit � �l��� changes its sign according to the map-
pings performed, while the updating of the shifted remain-
der remains

�'���������2�'� � � �l��� � , employing the signed di-
visor � and remainder

�'�
.

5. Conclusions

It has been shown, that it is indeed possible to analyt-
ically define the truncation parameter � for the shifted re-
mainder,

�� ,¡ � �j���r�¢��r�$� � , given a value of the divisor trun-
cation parameter £ satisfying a certain bound, e.g., the min-
imal such value of £ . Thus the quotient digit selection func-
tion can be defined without the need to extensively check
the validity of some chosen parameters.

We have here used standard truncation, just discarding
digits below a certain position. In some of the previous
papers, e.g., [16, 10, 2], also different truncations of the
“save” and “carry”-parts in carry-save representations have
been analyzed, and similarly for different truncations of the



positive and negative parts in borrow-save represented re-
mainders. It is also possible to reduce the truncation error
by including a carry-bit from a few extra positions beyond
the truncation point, as suggested in [16]. Another (equiv-
alent) possibility is to apply the digit-parallel PN-recoding
from [6]. Such extra (user specified) truncation parameters
could also be included in the analysis presented here, but
will of course complicate it.

We have also shown an algorithm for constant time
mapping of the truncated remainders ¤¥2¦'§ into their non-
negative, non-redundant equivalents for quotient digit de-
termination, by simply selecting the non-negative result of
two parallel additions (compressions).
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